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Hubble Deep Field above courtesy R. Williams (STScI), the Hubble Deep Field Team and NASA. 

Moon photos below courtesy David Haworth 

First Quarter Moon 

Oct 13 
Last Quarter Moon 

Oct 28 
New Moon 

Oct  6, Nov 5 

RCA MONDAY OCTOBER 18 GENERAL MEETING 

 

All are Welcome!  Monday October 18 
Social Gathering: 7 pm.  General Meeting Begins: 7:30 pm.  Location:  OMSI Auditorium 

Dave Bowman: Hello, HAL. Do you read me, HAL?  

HAL: Affirmative, Dave. I read you.  

Dave Bowman: Open the pod bay doors for our guest speaker, HAL.  

HAL: I'm sorry, Dave. I'm afraid I can't do that.  

Dave Bowman: What's the problem?  

HAL: I think you know what the problem is just as well as I do.  

Dave Bowman: What are you talking about, HAL?  

HAL: This meeting is too important for me to allow you to jeopardize it.  

Dave Bowman: I don't know what you're talking about, HAL.  

HAL: I know that you and Frank were planning to replace me with a mystery guest speaker, and 

I'm afraid that's something I cannot allow to happen.  

Dave Bowman: Where did you get that idea, HAL?  

HAL: Dave, although you took very thorough precautions in the pod against my hearing you, I 

could just go online to www.rosecityastronomers.org for the latest information on the speaker.  

Dave Bowman: Alright, HAL, I won't argue with you anymore. I'll go update the website.  

HAL: Dave, this conversation can serve no purpose anymore. Goodbye.  

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/
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RCA MAGAZINE 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
One of the benefits of RCA Membership 

is a reduced rate subscription to Sky & 

Telescope and Astronomy magazines. 

The RCA member rate for Sky & 

Telescope Magazine is $32.95 for one year or $65.95 for two 

years.   The RCA member rate for Astronomy magazine is 

$34 for one year or $60 for two years. For more information 

go to the RCA web site index and click on the link for 

magazines.  Please make checks out to ―RCA‖ and allow two 

months for your subscription to be renewed. 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/magazines/ 

Larry Godsey <magazines@rosecityastronmers.org> 

RCA LIBRARY  
The Rose City Astronomers maintains a 

comprehensive club library of astron-

omy related articles, books, CDs and 

videos. These items can be borrowed by 

members through checkout at the gen-

eral meetings for a period of one month with renewals avail-

able by phone or e-mail to the club library director. The RCA 

library is constantly growing through many donations and the 

purchase of new materials. A listing of library materials (PDF 

format) can be found at the library web page. 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/library.htm 

Jan Keiski <library@rosecityastronomers.org>  

Office Name Email 

President Sameer Ruiwale president@rosecityastronomers.org 

Past President Carol Huston pastprez@rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Membership Ken Hose membership@rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Observing/Star Parties Matt Vartanian  observing@rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Community Affairs Dawn Willard community@rosecityastronomers.org 

VP Communications Matt Brewster communications@rosecityastronomers.org 

Treasurer Larry Godsey treasurer@rosecityastronomers.org 

Secretary Duncan Kitchin secretary@rosecityastronomers.org 

Sales Director Larry Froberg sales@rosecityastronomers.org 

Newsletter Editor Scott Kindt editor@rosecityastronomers.org 

Media Director Diana Fredlund media@rosecityastronomers.org 

New Member Advisor Howard Knytych  newmembers@rosecityastronomers.org 

Webmaster Larry Godsey webmaster@rosecityastronomers.org 

ALCOR, Historian Dale Fenske alcor@rosecityastronomers.org 

Library Director Jan Keiski library@rosecityastronomers.org 

Telescope Director Greg Rohde telescope@rosecityastronomers.org 

Observing Site Director David Nemo sitefund@rosecityastronomers.org 

IDA Liaison Dawn Nilson  ida@rosecityastronomers.org 

OMSI Liaison Jan Keiski omsi@rosecityastronomers.org 

Magazines Director Larry Godsey magazines@rosecityastronomers.org 

SIG Director Scott Kindt  sigs@rosecityastronomers.org 

Youth Programs Director Jeannie London  youth@rosecityastronomers.org 

Sister Club Liaison Jan Keiski sisterclubs@rosecityastronomers.org 

CLUB OFFICERS 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/magazines/
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/library.htm
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Local Happenings 

Congratulations to David Nemo!   

David has earned the Honorary Messier Award 

#2504 for observing all 110 objects. 

Telescope Workshop  
When:        Saturday, October 23rd, 10:00am - 3:00pm 

Location:  Technical Marine Service, Inc.  

 6040 N. Cutter Circle on Swan Island  

 Portland 

SIG Leader: John DeLacy 

Assistant:     Don Peckham 
Email: tw-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm  

Astro-Imaging Special Interest Group 

When:      Monday, October 11th, 7pm 

Location: Beaverton Public Library 

 Conference Room 

 12375 SW 5th St 
 Beaverton 

SIG Leader: Greg Marshall 

Email: ai-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm 

Astrophysics / Cosmology SIG 
When:  Wednesday, October 20th,  7:00pm 

Topic:   Galaxies & Galaxy Formation 

Presented by:  Dr Todd Duncan, guest discussion leader  

Location: Linus Pauling Complex,   

  3945 S.E. Hawthorne St., Portland.  

SIG Leader:  Lamont Brock 
Email: cosmology-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm  

 Science Special Interest Group 

When:          Saturday, October 23rd, 3:00pm 

Location:    Technical Marine Service, Inc 

    6040 N. Cutter Circle on Swan Island 

    Portland 
SIG Leader: Dan Gray 

Email: sci-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/science.htm   

New Members Special Interest Group 

When:  Monday, November 15th, 6:30pm 

Location: OMSI Planetarium 

Topic: TBD 

SIG Leader: Howard Knytych 
Email: newmembers@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/new_members.htm 

Downtowners Luncheon 

When:     Friday, November 5th, Noon 

Location: Kell’s 

 112 SW Second Ave. Portland 

SIG Leader: Margaret Campbell-McCrea 
Email: downtown-sig@rosecityastronomers.org 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm 

Special Interest Groups 

Annually the RCA members must elect members to 
serve on the Board of Directors.  A nominating 

committee consisting of Howard Knytych, David Nemo, 

Greg Rohde, Michael Minnhaar, John DeLacy, and Brian 

Wilson has been established.  
The elected offices and current officers are as follows:  

President, Sameer Ruiwale 

Vice President - Members, Ken Hose 
Vice President - Observing, Matt Vartanian 

Vice President - Community Affairs, Dawn Willard 

Vice President - Communications, Matt Brewster 
Treasurer, Larry Godsey 

Secretary, Duncan Kitchin 

All these officers have indicated their willingness to 
continue to serve in their current capacities.   

This notice serves as a request for any additional 

nominees for any of these positions.  If you wish to be 

considered for one of these positions, please contact any 
member of the nominating committee. 

Candidates will be announced at the October general 

meeting.  There will be opportunity to nominate others 
from the floor at that time.  Final announcement 

of the candidates will be in the November 

newsletter.  Elections will be held at the 
November meeting. Any newly elected officers 

will assume their roles on January 1. 

Election of Board Members 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/tmw.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/astroimage.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/cosmology.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/science.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/new_members.htm
http://www.rosecityastronomers.org/sigs/downtowners.htm
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Star Party Scene 

OMSI Autumnal Equinox Celebration 
September 11 Report 
By Scott Kindt 
 

On Saturday evening, September 11, OMSI, Rose 

City Astronomers and Vancouver Sidewalk Astronomers 
celebrated the beginning of autumn with a Star Party at 

Rooster Rock State Park and Stub Stewart State Park.  

The star party started around 7:30 p.m.  There was no 
shortage of  interested people taking advantage of this 

opportunity to view the moon, planets, stars and other 

celestial objects up close and personal through 

telescopes.  
Highlights of this star party included Venus, Mars, 

and Saturn briefly in the early evening, waxing crescent 

Moon, Jupiter and the usual Messier objects that are sure 
to please.  The International Space Station even made a 

couple of appearances.  I manually tracked it with my 

dobsonian and several people were able to see some of 
the shape and structure of the ISS.  As with a lot of the 

larger star parties I try to pick objects that aren’t being 

shown by several other astronomers and their telescopes.  

I was showing Uranus, Neptune, Gamma Andromeda, 
and M33 the Triangulum galaxy.  This time around it was 

Uranus that seemed to attract the attention as I was asked 

a few times if I was still looking at it. 
I took the photo below while waiting for it to become 

dark enough to see some stars.  The night was clear and 

beautiful.  The temperature was not to bad for a 

September evening, just a little cool towards the end. 
  Thanks go to OMSI for coordinating and promoting 

this star party, the Oregon Parks Department for allowing 

the park to remain open after dark, and of course all the 
volunteers with their telescopes and their willingness to 

share the night sky with the public.  I would definitely 

call this another successful star party. 

Waiting for darkness at Rooster Rock State Park. 

 
 

There are several local outreach star parties in the 

works for the month of October.  Notices for the places 

and times will be announced on the RCA Forum, 
 http://forum.rosecityastronomers.org/, and on the RCA 

broadcast list. 

.  If you can spare a few hours on one of these 
evenings I encourage you to do so.  This is one of the 

ways we can attract new people to our hobby.  I have a 

great time showing people the wonders of the universe.   
One of the things I like to do is set up a telescope at 

Halloween to let the little monsters look through it.  I've 

been doing this every clear Halloween for the last 15 

years. I have a lot of fun doing it.  It’s best when the 
moon is up, but you can show them other impressive 

objects as well.  I use an inexpensive 

eyepiece because of the face paints and 
eyeliner.   

The most memorable Halloween was 

around 2004 or 2005. A group of 6-8 
kids around 7-10 years old and their 

parents came around trick or treating. I had a telescope 
set up and pointed at the moon. The first couple of kids 

took the normal 10 second look, exclaimed "Cool!", and 

moved on to the candy bowl. The third little girl looked 

through the eyepiece for at least 30 seconds, then looked 
up at the moon itself, then back in the eyepiece, back at 

the moon, back in the eyepiece, for at least another 

minute until her mom told her to let the other kids have a 
turn. She reluctantly moved aside. The rest of the kids did 

the 10 second look and moved on.  I was talking with the 

parents about the scope when all the kids had finished. 
That same little girl looked at the scope, then at me, then 

back at the scope until I told her to go ahead and look all 

she wanted. She was glued back to the eyepiece for 

several more minutes while the rest of the kids went to 
the neighbors house and on. Mom finally took her to join 

up with them when the next group of kids came along.  

That is one of the top 5 memories related to astronomy 
that I have.  For me, it is worth cleaning an eyepiece, 

answering the same question 400 times, and freezing my 

xxxx off, just to see the spark of interest in one or two 
people each year. 

Outreach Star Parties 
By Scott Kindt 

http://forum.rosecityastronomers.org/
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The Observer’s Corner             Howard Banich                             

 
The Whirlpool, Lord Rosse and the Nature of Visual Observation - Part I  

 

This all started innocently enough. Back in 

March 2009 I had perhaps my best view ever of 

M51, the Whirlpool Galaxy but was too lazy to 

start sketching. It was a great sight – blazingly 

bright spiral arms full of star clouds, and the 

companion galaxy was wreathed in a veil of 

faint, ―E‖ shaped nebulosity. Frankly, the 

amount of detail was a bit overwhelming to start 

a sketch. 
 

That lost opportunity got me going however and 

I began my ―big M51‖ sketch in June 2009 at the 

Golden State Star Party. I’ve continued adding 

detail at every opportunity since then. 

 

I’m rather pleased with my sketch so far and thought to compare it to the famous 

drawing made by William Parsons, the 3rd Earl of Rosse (aka Lord Rosse) using the 

brand new 72 inch Newtonian he built on the grounds of his home, Birr Castle. This 

was the largest telescope in the world at the time, and remained so until the 100 inch 

scope on Mt. Wilson was completed in 1917.[1] 

 

More importantly, the 1845 Lord Rosse sketch of M51 

is the discovery of spiral structure in any deep sky 

object and a turning point in 19th century scientific 

thinking of the nature of ―nebulae‖. In other words, it’s 

a historical ―Big Deal‖. 

 

I’ve always thought that Lord Rosse’s famous M51 sketch doesn’t look much 

like M51, at least not as I’ve seen it through various telescopes or in any 

photograph. It looks more like a visual generalization than an attempt at strict accuracy and I began to 

wonder why it turned out that way.  

 

More questions followed, so I formed a hypothesis and set off to do some research to see what was what.  

The questions that came up were: 

 

1. Was Lord Rosse trying to make an accurate sketch or was it meant to be an impression of what he 

saw? 

2. Did he make the famous M51 sketch himself? 

3. Was it the work of one night or was it built up over many nights? 

4. Did he have a defined process for sketching?  

(Continued on page 6) 

The 72 inch scope built by William Parsons, The 3rd Earl of Rosse 

[1]
 However, the 72 inch remains the worlds largest backyard telescope. 
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I then formulated the hypothesis that whoever made the famous sketch of M51 did so at least partially from 

memory and therefore the sketch was as much an impression as it was an attempt to render what was 

actually seen. Furthermore, I surmised that the sketch was begun at the eyepiece, annotated, and then 

finished later when the observer had safely descended from the potentially fatal heights of the 72 inch 

telescope’s observing scaffolding.   

 

Even though I’m not a historical researcher the information that sheds light on these questions wasn’t 

difficult to find. But I was pleasantly surprised at how much fun and enriching it was to dig in and begin to 

find some answers. Nonetheless, I caution that even though my speculations make sense to me as an 

amateur astronomer they’re not as thoroughly researched as they could be. That said, let’s dial up the Way 

Back Machine to 1845 and head to Birr Castle in the Midlands of Ireland. 

 

~ Some background information ~ 

Before examining Lord Rosse’s discovery sketch of M51’s spiral arms it’s enlightening to review the 

capabilities of his new telescope. The 72 inch f/9 Newtonian (nicknamed the Leviathan of Parsonstown) 

used speculum mirrors, which is a metal alloy of copper and tin. Newly polished speculum, which 

tarnishes quickly, has a peak reflectivity of about 66 percent when freshly polished, which briefly gave his 

72 inch scope the same light gathering ability of a modern 34 inch Newtonian.  

 

I get that figure by multiplying 72 inches by .66 for the primary mirror’s reflectivity and then by .66 again 

for the diagonal mirror. That comes to about 31 inches, but it takes a 34 inch Newtonian with a 92 percent 

total reflectivity to produce the amount of light of a 31 inch mirror with 100 percent reflectivity. 

 

Even though the 72 inch has much greater resolving power than my 28 f/4 Newtonian we are fairly close in 

light gathering ability (28 inches x .92 = 25.76). After a week or so of tarnishing the Leviathan would 

collect less light than my 28 inch, as they’re essentially equal when the 72 inch mirrors were 60 percent 

reflective.  

 

Additionally, I had the privilege of briefly observing M51 through the 90 inch Bok telescope at Kitt Peak 

in April 2010, so I have the valuable experience of being familiar  with the visual appearance of M51 

through a scope larger than the 72 inch Leviathan. 

 

Which meant I began my research greatly encouraged because the visual appearance of M51 through Lord 

Rosse’s 72 inch was quite similar in brightness to the images in my 28 inch, and similar in resolution to the 

90 inch Bok telescope. In other words, I have a good idea what he saw in the eyepiece of the 72 inch 

telescope, or more accurately, what was available to be seen. 

 

It’s crucial to note the preconceptions that Lord Rosse brought to the eyepiece of his brand new 72 

telescope in March of 1845. First, he had a different idea of the overall visual appearance of M51 than we 

do today. He had seen sketches from other observers of the day and had his own impressions from his 

smaller scopes, but he had no prior knowledge that M51 is the magnificent spiral galaxy that we know it to 

be today.  Remember, his sketch is the discovery of the spiral arms.  

 

Lord Rosse had a preconception of M51 being a ―ring nebula‖. In fact it was referred to as the ―ring nebula 

in Canes Venatici‖ in the notes of Sir James South, a fellow gentlemen astronomer and co-observer on the 

first observing campaign of the new 72 inch, along with the Rev. Romney Robinson, Director of the 

Armagh Observatory.  

(Continued from page 5) 

(Continued on page 7) 
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William Herschel had the best observation of M51 until 

1845 and his sketch clearly shows a two lobed ring and 

two detached round nebulae. A curious object indeed.  

 

So, until the spring of 1845 and the Leviathan was 

ready to begin its first observing run, M51 was well 

established as a ring nebula. 

 

I’ve been aware of the Herschel sketch for several years 

and have duplicated this observation under poor 

conditions. I was surprised how easy it was to see a 

ring disconnected from its central nucleus just like in 

Herschel’s sketch – even though I knew the spiral arms 

were there. I’d never seen the ―ring‖ of M51 before but 

the first time I looked for it that’s what I saw. 

 

Interesting what can be seen when one is looking for it. 

 

Lord Rosse’s second preconception was that every nebula that didn’t appear to be made up of stars most 

likely only required a larger telescope to be able to resolve them into stars. That had been the fairly 

consistent experience for astronomers since the invention of the telescope, and even though there was not 

universal agreement that this would always be the case, it was one of the dominant scientific views of the 

time. The Herschel’s were proponents of this idea, giving it extra weight. 

 

Lastly, the prime agenda of the initial observing run of the 72 inch in March 1845 was built around objects 

that Lord Rosse, South and Robinson thought could be resolved into stars, and that happened to include 

M51.  

 

~ The discovery of spiral structure in M51 ~ 

The fascinating story of the first observations of M51 with the 72 inch has been wonderfully researched by 

many investigators. The few I’ve read are listed in the references section at the end of this article but there 

are many more. Although I may delve into this fascinating period in more detail someday, for now I feel I 

have a grasp on the basic facts that shed light on my questions and hypothesis.  
 

Lord Rosse, South, Robinson and the brand new 72 inch Leviathan had first light on February 11, 1845 but 

the sky was hazy and their prime target, M42 was hidden by clouds. Robinson remarked ―Unfortunately, 

the whole month of February was of the worst astronomical character.‖ Furthermore, ―At length, when all 

hopes of Orion were lost in the twilight, the mirror was removed from the telescope, and polished on 

March 3rd.‖   

 

Their fortunes improved on March 4th when the weather turned clear for a good week and  with a freshly 

polished speculum[2]
 the 72 inch was in top condition. South notes that ―The night of 5th March was, I 

think, one of the finest I ever saw in Ireland. Many nebulae were observed by Lord Rosse, Dr. Robinson , 

and myself… The most popularly known nebula observed this night were the ring nebula (emphasis mine) 

in Canes Venatici, or the 51st of Messier’s catalogue, which was resolved into stars with a magnifying 

power of 548; and the 94th of Messier.‖ 

(Continued from page 6) 

(Continued on page 8) 

[2] Telescopes with speculum mirrors needed two sets of mirrors – while one was being used in the scope the other was being re-

polished and re-figured so it would be ready to replace the in-use mirror as soon as it tarnished too much. 
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Robinson’s report on M51 from the same observing run stated ―Here also the central nebula is a globe of 

large stars; as indeed had been previously discovered with the three feet telescope (Rosse’s 36 inch 

scope); but it is also seen with 560 that the exterior stars, instead of being uniformly distributed as in the 

preceding instances, are condensed into a ring (emphasis mine), although many are also spread over its 

interior.‖ 

 

So neither South or Robinson noticed the spiral structure of M51 in March 1845 as they both describe the 

overall shape as a ring. They saw exactly what they expected – a ring nebula resolved into stars. 

 

There seem to be no surviving records of what Lord Rosse saw in March 1845, but in 1850 he wrote that: 

―A 6-feet aperture so strikingly brings out the characteristic features 51 Messier, that I think considerably 

less power would suffice, on a very fine night, to bring out the principal convolutions.‖ That would seem to 

indicate that even a casual glance through the 72 inch would immediately and obviously present the spiral 

structure we are now so familiar with. 

 

His son, Laurence, the 4th Earl of Rosse supports this view when he wrote in 1880 that ―1845, April. 

During this month M51 was for the first time examined with the 6 foot (72 inch telescope) and its spiral 

character was immediately noticed, but no record is left of these early observations.‖ This doesn’t agree 

with the timing noted by South and Robinson, but it does agree with the timing of Lord Rosse’s first sketch 

of M51, which may surprise you to not be the famous one that’s usually presented as the discovery sketch. 

More on that is coming up. 

 

Some researchers have speculated that Rosse, South and 

Robinson may have indeed seen the spriality of M51 at 

first glance in early March 1845, but since they were 

primarily concerned with the resolvability of the nebula 

that they didn’t think it worth mentioning. I find it nearly 

impossible to imagine that three prominent astronomers 

would notice a new and completely unexpected form in 

M51 as seen through the worlds largest telescope and 

not make at least some mention of it in their notes.  

 

If historical speculation is acceptable then my guess is 

that they didn’t see the spiral arms in March 1845 but 

instead saw a ring nebula that had been resolved as 

reported in South and Robinson’s notes. Preconception 

and high hopes are powerful forces in deciding what we 

see, not only through the eyepiece but in life in general. 

More on this later too. 

 

For those that haven’t seen M51 through a large 

telescope the issue of resolvability may also seem 

unbelievable. How can what we now know is a galaxy 

some 36 million light years away be resolved into stars 

by a 72 inch telescope? It took Edwin Hubble some 

seventy years later to resolve M31, which is only 2.5 

million light years away,  with a 100 inch scope.  

(Continued from page 7) 

(Continued on page 9) 
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Field of view (FOV) 
The area made visible by the optical system of an 

instrument such as a telescope at a particular setting.  It is 

expressed as a form of its angular diameter.  The field of 
view of a telescope usually increases with decreasing 

magnification and depends on the eyepiece used.  A wide 

field may be obtained with specially designed eyepieces 
or telescopes.   

There are two fields of view associated with a 

telescope.  One is the true field of view.  This is a 

measure of the actual area of the sky that the 
telescope optics sees.  The other is the 

apparent field of view.  This is the angular 

diameter of the circle of light provided to the 
eye by the eyepiece. 

WARNING!  Math equations to follow.  WARNING! 

 
The true field can be approximated using the formula: 

TFOV = AFOV ÷ Magnification 
Here is an example based on my telescope and eyepiece: 

Telescope = 1500mm focal length 

Eyepiece = 17mm focal length with an apparent field of 
view of 82º 

Magnification = 1500 ÷ 17 = 88x 

TFOV = 82 ÷ 88 = 0.93º or nearly a full degree of sky. 

Of course with the web enabled world there 
is no need to strain the brain. Just type 

―telescope field of view calculator‖ into 

Google to find numerous online or 
spreadsheet based calculators. 

However, there are a fair number of faint foreground Milky Way stars arrayed across the face of M51, plus 

at high powers – 548x and 560x would be enough in steady seeing conditions – to spot many of the super 

star clusters and compact star clouds that appear stellar, especially near the core. I’ve ―resolved‖ M51 with 

my 28 inch many times, and did so much more easily through the 90 inch Bok scope, so I have no problem 

believing that they also ―resolved‖ M51 with the 72 inch Leviathan.  

 

We shift now to April 1845 and Lord Rosse’s very first sketch showing the spiral structure. What 

happened in one month that led from a ring nebula that had been resolved into stars, to the discovery of 

spiral structure? I’ll explore the possibilities in Part II of this paper. 

 

Lord Rosse first showed his M51 sketch at the June 1845 meeting of the British Association for the 

Advancement of Science (BAAS) meeting where his discovery of spiral structure was loudly proclaimed 

as a major find. To my great surprise, it wasn’t the famous sketch that he showed, but a finished version of 

a working sketch he started at the eyepiece. Happily, both these first sketches survive and we’ll examine 

them next month in Part II as well as how the famous drawing – which is an engraving published in 1850 - 

came to look the way it does in Part III in the following month. 

 

References 

 

The Rosse Spirals, David W. Dewhirst, Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge, and Michael 

Hoskin, Churchill College, Cambridge, 1991 

  

Unwinding the Discovery of Spiral Nebulae, ME Bailey, CJ Butler and JM McFarland, 2006 

 

The Leviathan and the Whirlpool Nebula, Trevor Weekes, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 

2009 

 

Observation, working images and procedure: the ‘Great Spiral’ in Lord Rosse’s astronomical record 

books and beyond, Omar W. Nasim, ETH-Zurich. British Society for the History of Science, 2010  

 

Special thanks to Peter Abrahams for his sage advice and helpful suggestions. 

(Continued from page 8) 

Astronomy  Term of the Month 

http://www.google.com/search?q=telescope+field+of+view+calculator
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Comet Code:  Understanding How Comets are Named 
October, 2010 
By Tom Koonce 
 

Two hundred years ago, the discoverer of a prominent comet usually had their 

name incorporated into the official name of the object, but not always.  The first 

named comet was Halley’s Comet, named after Sir Edmund Halley who had 

calculated its orbit and made the discovery that it was a regular visible visitor to 

the inner solar system.  The comet is now officially known as Comet Halley.  

The name credit for the comet 2P/Encke, discovered in 1786 by Pierre 

Méchain, was given to the man who calculated its orbit, Johann Franz Encke.  

If the comet was exceptionally bright and non-periodic, they were known as 

―The Great Comet of…‖ followed by the year in which they were observed. 

The naming of comets became standardized in the early twentieth century, 

retaining the names of up to the first three independent discoverers.  Comet 

White-Ortiz-Bolelli (formal designation C/1970 K1) was named for its 

discoverers amateur astronomer Graeme White, Air France Pilot Emilio Ortiz, 

and professional astronomer Carlos Bolelli.  More recently, comets have been 

discovered by robotic space-borne instruments, and the instrument’s name is 

included like Comet IRAS-Araki-Alcock (C/1983 H1), discovered by a team of 

scientists using the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS),  and two amateur astronomers, George Alcock 

and Genichi Araki. 

The ―Old Style‖ of naming comets gave them a provisional designation of the year of their discovery 

followed by a lower case letter indicating its order of discovery in that year.  Comet Bennett is designated 

Comet 1969i, the 9th comet discovered in 1969.  This worked well until 1987 when more than 26 comets 

were discovered in a single year.  The alphabet was used again with a "1" subscript (Comet Skorichenko-

George, 1989e1).  In 1989, the count got as high as 1989h1 with 34 comets discovered that year.  Once the 

orbit had been established, the comet was given a permanent designation in order of time of closest 

approach to the Sun, consisting of the year followed by a Roman numeral. For example, Comet Bennett 

(1969i) became 1970 II. 

More and more comets began to be discovered and the naming procedure became unwieldy, so in 1994 the 

International Astronomical Union (IAU) approved a new naming system called the "New Style".  Using 

the New Style, comets are designated by the year of their discovery followed by a letter indicating the half-

month of the discovery.  ―A‖ denotes the first half of January, 

―B‖ denotes the second half of January, ―C‖ denotes the first 

half of February, ―D‖ denotes the second half of February, 

etc., and a number indicating the order of discovery.  As an 

example, the third comet discovered in the second half of 

October 2010 would be designated 2010 U3. "I" and "Z" are 

not used when describing the half of a particular month the 

comet was discovered because they can be easily confused as 

the numbers 1 and 2 respectively.  

Prefixes are also added to indicate the nature of the comet, 

with‖ P/‖ indicating a periodic comet, ―C/‖ indicating a non-
(Continued on page 11) 

Woodcut thought to 

represent Halley's Comet 

dated 684 A.D.

Photo of C/2009 R1, (Comet McNaught, discovered 

September 9, 2009 by Robert H. McNaught)

Photo Credit: Ria Novosti
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periodic comet, ―X/‖ indicating a comet for which no 

reliable orbit could be calculated (typically comets 

described in historical chronicles), ―D/‖ indicating a 

comet which has broken up or been lost, and ―A/‖ 

indicating an object at first thought to be a comet but 

later reclassified as an asteroid. Periodic comets also 

have a number indicating the order of their discovery. 

Thus Halley's Comet, the first comet to be identified as 

periodic, has the systematic name 1P/1682 Q1.  Comet 

Shoemaker-Levy 9 was the ninth periodic comet jointly 

discovered by Carolyn and Eugene Shoemaker, and 

David Levy but its systematic name is D/1993 F2.  It 

was discovered in 1993 and the prefix "D/" is applied, 

since it was observed to break up and crash into Jupiter. 
(Ref. http://wapedia.mobi/en/Astronomical_naming_conventions?t=8.) 

Now you can decode the name designations of comets.  Stars are another story altogether… For example, 

Betelgeuse = Alpha Orionis = HR 2061 = BD +7 1055 = HD 39801 = SAO 113271 = PPM 149643, whose 

coordinates in the sky are RA 05:55:10.306, Dec +07:24:25.35 (2000.0), the bright red supergiant in Orion.  

There is a system determined by the IAU for naming all astronomical objects.  It just takes some time and 

study to make sense of it. 

(Continued from page 10) 

Photo of C/1995 O1, (Comet Hale-Bopp, discovered 

July 23, 1995)

Rose City Astronomers have entered a float in the 
Starlight Parade two years in a row, 2009 – 2010, and we 

would like to make a particularly nice entry for 2011.   

We are offering a contest for RCA members to 
design a parade float.  Entries will be solicited until the 

November, 2010 general club meeting. The winning 

design will be announced at the December, 2010 potluck 
dinner.   

Designs should be submitted on paper, as a drawing, 

and include written explanations.  Your entry in the 

contest should include: 
1. a proposed theme,  

2. a proposed design and  

3. a proposed construction plan.   
Be sure to include your name and contact information. 

The requirements for the float design are a mix of 

Rose Festival requirements and our own.  These 
requirements are posted on the Forum.   

The winner of the contest receives the following 

prizes:  

 Their name will be included in the script that is 
delivered by the announcers as the float passes 

the grandstand. 

 They may ride the float in the parade. 
 They may be a judge in the following year’s 

design contest. 

The judges in this year’s contest will be Greg Rohde, 

who designed the 2010 float, David Nemo, who oversaw 

much of its building, Margaret McCrea, agent 
provocateur, and Sameer Ruiwale, president of RCA.   

The judges may not select any of the designs if in 

their opinion none of the submissions would be suitable 

for the event.  The judges also may modify the design 
during the planning and construction phases, in 

consultation with the designer, in order to accommodate 

any contingency that may arise. 
For questions or more details, contact any of the 

above named judges. 

2011 Starlight Parade  
Float Design Contest  

http://wapedia.mobi/en/Astronomical_naming_conventions?t=8
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Board Members Present 
Sameer Ruiwale (President) 

Ken Hose (VP Membership) 

Matt Vartanian (VP Observing) 

Dawn Willard (VP Community Affairs) 

Larry Godsey (Treasurer, Webmaster, Magazine Sales) 

Howard Knytych (New Member Advisor) 
Jan Keiski (Library Director, OMSI & GAMA Liaison) 

Greg Rohde (Telescope Library) 

David Nemo (Observing Site Director) 

Scott Kindt (Newsletter Editor, SIG Director) 

Call to Order 
The meeting was called to order at 7:07 by Sameer Ruiwale 

and, there being 10 of board members present, the quorum 

requirement of 10 was declared to be met. 

Approval of Agenda 
Motion to approve the agenda. Moved: Howard Knytch, 

Second: Greg Rohde. The agenda was approved by unanimous 

consent. 

Approval of Minutes 
Moved: Approve minutes from the July 2010 board meeting. 

Moved: David Nemo, Second: Matt Vartanian. Passed by 

unanimous consent. 

Directors’ Reports 

Secretary’s Report – On leave. 

Treasurer’s Report – Larry Godsey. We are at the beginning of 

the new membership year (July 1). Books on last year not 

closed yet. It has been a slow month. See web site for details. 

VP Programming – Matt Brewster. Absent. 

VP Observing – Matt Vartanian. Matt presented a draft 

observing schedule for 2011. Camp Hancock is already 

scheduled for April 29 next year with a Sept 23rd request 

pending. 

VP Community Affairs – Dawn Willard. Nominal. 

Media Director – Diana Fredlund. Absent. 

VP Membership – Ken Hose. We had 12 new members 

and 49 renewals resulting in a total of 181 member-families for 

the membership year started July 1. The total dues received in 
August were $1,462. 

New Member Advisor – Howard Knytych. There was a 

new member meeting last month with about 12 to 15 attendees. 

Duncan Kitchin and David Haworth talked about DLSR 
imaging. Howard thought the presentation was well done. AR: 

Ken Hose to propose a cheap mount for the club to purchase to 

be used    for DLSR imaging. 

Sales – Larry Froberg. Absent 

Book Library – Jan Keiski. Nominal 

Telescope Library – Greg Rohde. We had a donation of a 

12‖ LX200 that is probably too big for the library. There was a 

discussion about what to do with the scope. Donate it to OSP? 

Raffle it off? Put it on Astromart and donate to site fund? It 

will be kept at TMS for now until we decide what to do with it. 

Also, a 10‖ Meade is too big and we should handle it the same 

way as the 12‖. It was decided that we need a mount for the 

PST. AR: Sameer Ruiwale and Greg Rohde to look into getting 

an appropriate mount. 

IDA – Dawn Nilson. Absent. 

Magazine Subscriptions – Larry Godsey. Nominal. 

Webmaster – Larry Godsey. Folks will get a reminder to 

renew their RCA dues when logging on to the forum if they 

have not already renewed. 

Site Committee – David Nemo. David suggested we 

donate telescope sales to the site fund. 

Youth Director: Jean London. Absent 

SIGs – Scott Kindt. Nominal. No progress on starting up 

the proposed Lunar SIG—we need a dedicated owner. 

Alcor – Dale Fenske. Absent. 

OMSI –Jan Keiski. September meeting will be in the 

planetarium. The annual OMSI/RCA agreement has been 

signed. 

Sister Club update – Jan Keiski. Leo Cavagnaro is visiting 

from GAMA. 

Old Business 

Calendar. We are still looking for astro photos for the 

calendar. We still need an update on costs for the project. 

Think-Out-Loud. AR Howard Knytych to represent RCA if 

and when we get this off the ground. Matt Vartanian found the 

name of the lighting guy from Hillsboro whom we would like 

to recruit as a panelist. AR Diana Fredlund to pitch this idea to 

the radio station. 

New Business 

Elections. We need to form an election nominating 

committee whose responsibility is to create a field of 

candidates for RCA for our annual elections. We require 3 

board members and 3 members from the general membership 

to form the committee. Howard Knytych, David Nemo, and 

Greg Rohde volunteered for the RCA board. AR: Committee to 

find 3 members from the general membership. 
Leo Cavagnaro’s visit. There was discussion on how to 

recognize his visit at the general meeting in September. The 

question was left open-ended. 

 

Adjournment 
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

 BOARD MEETING MINUTES 

 August 2nd, 2010 7pm 

 OMSI Classroom 2 

 Duncan Kitchin 



Oct 2010 

Sun Mon Tue Wed  Thu Fri Sat 

  
 

   1Downtowners 

Luncheon  
Kell’s Noon 

2  

3 
 

4  7pm 
Board Meeting 
OMSI Parker Room 
 

5 6 
New Moon 

7 
Sunriver Star Party 

8  
Camp Hancock 
Star Party 
Sunriver Star Party 

9 
Camp Hancock 
Star Party 
Sunriver Star Party 

10 
Camp Hancock 
Star Party 
Sunriver Star Party 

11  7pm 

Astro Imaging SIG 
Beaverton Library 

12 13 
First Quarter Moon 
 

14 
 

15 
 

16 
 

17 

 

18  7:30pm 

General Meeting 
OMSI Planetarium 
 

19 

 

20 
Cosmology SIG 
Linus Pauling Cntr 
7pm 

21 
Full Moon 

22 23 10am - 3pm 
Telescope Workshop  

3pm 

Science SIG  

24 25 26 
 

27 28 Third Quarter 

Moon 

29 30 

31       

November 2010 

November 1 Monday Board Meeting OMSI Parker Room 7pm 

November 5 Friday Downtowner’s Luncheon Kell’s Noon 

November 8 Monday Astro-Imaging SIG Beaverton Public Library 7pm 

November 15 Monday General Meeting OMSI Auditorium 7:30pm 

November 17 Wednesday Cosmology SIG Linus Pauling Center 7pm 

November 20 Saturday Telescope Workshop Swan Island 10am-3pm 

November 20 Saturday Science SIG Swan Island 3pm 

The RCA General Meeting falls on the third Monday of each month. We usually meet in the Auditorium at OMSI, next to the Murdock 
Planetarium. Occasionally the meeting is held in Murdock Planetarium. Check the RCA web site for the latest information. 

 

http://www.rosecityastronomers.org 

Rose City Astronomers 

Oregon Museum of Science and Industry 

1945 SE Water Ave 

Portland, OR 97214-3356 
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